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ABSTRACT

This part contains figures for the Supplementary Information for the Manuscript.
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Figure 1. Impact of acquisition time on the obtained signal noise; Data obtained from a dry PAN support at 70 ◦ angle of
incidence (AOI). As a compromise between noise level and necessary acquisition time the value of 20 s per spot was chosen

Figure 2. Signal depolarization levels and indicated optical modeling region; Highest depolarization (related with lowest
reflected light intensity) was found for PIM-1 film deposited on PAN immersed in water. The very large and sometimes
unphysical, negative depolarization was a result of reduced light intensity and therefore was not included in the optical
modeling.
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Figure 3. Psi (left) and Delta (right) instrumental error bars; the curves for PIM-1 on PAN dry and PAN wet almost fully
overlap; Data indicates an increase of errors when the samples are immersed in the liquid
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Figure 4. Additional FeSEM images showing various magnifications of the membrane cross-section. The thin film starts to
become visible from the image with scale bar 30 micron an less.
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